
JONATHAN VOGEL 

ARB THERE COUNTEREXAMPLES TO THE CU)SURE PRINCIPLE? 

Very often, a person can't know a proposition without knowing various logical 
consequences of that proposition. So, for instance, if you know that your friend is 
wearing a yellow tie, you can't fail to know that your friend is wearing a tie. period. In 
this case, the relation of logical consequence is obvious. When the relation isn't obvi- 
ous, a proposition you know may have a logical consequence you don't know - for 
example, a suitably obscure mathematical theorem. In light of these considerations. it 
seems plausible to hold that if a person knows a given proposition, that person must also 
know any logical consequence of that proposition which he or she nxognizts as such. 
Putting it differently, we might say that knowledge is closed under known logical impli- 
cation.' 

The problem of skepticism about the external world gives this epistemic principle 
(hereafter, the "Closure Principle") a special interest. When the skeptic argues that we 
have no knowledge of the world because we don't know that we aren't massively de- 
ceived in some way, he or she appears to assume that knowledge has the closure prop- 
erty. But if it is possible to find clear examples demonstrating that closure sometims 
fails. a crucial piece of support for skepticism will be removed. The purpose of this 
paper is to show that even the strongest apparent counterexamples to closure don't hold 
up under scrutiny. To that extent. the problem of skepticism is still with us. 

I DRETSKES ZEBRA CASE 

In a widely read paper. Fred Dretske offered an inaiguing example which is meant to 
show that the Closure Principle is invalid. It is worthwhile to quote Dretske's discussion 
at length: 

You take your son to the ux,, see several zebras, and when quesuoncd by your scm, tell h i  lhcy 
are zebras. Do you k m w  they arc zebras? Well, most of us would have bale hesirdon in saying 
that we did know this. We know what zebras look like, and, besides. this is che city ux, and the 
animals are in a pen clearly marked "Zebras." Y a ,  something's being a zebra implies that it is nol a 
mule and. in particular, not a m u k  ckverly disguised by the ux, authorities to look like a zebn. 
Do you know that these animals arc not mules cleverly disguised by Ihe zoo authorities to l m k  Oa 
7ebra97 If you arc lcmpted to say "Yes" to this quesuon, think a moment about what RBSDR~ you 
have, w h r  evidence you can produce in h v a  of this claim. The evidence you hrd for thinking 
them zebras has becn elTwtively neutraliml, since it clws not count Inward thalr not being muler 
cleverly disguised to look like zebm.  You have some general uniformiues on which you rdy.  
regularities to which you give expression by such remarlcs as " T h r  isn't v a y  likely" or 'Why 
should the zoo authorities do that?" Granted. h e  hypothesis (if we may call it that) is not very 
plausible. given what we know about pcople and zoos. But the question here is not w h e w  this 
alternative is plausible. not whether it is more or less plausible than that there arc real z e b m  in lhc 
pen. but whether you brow that this a l m d v e  hypothesis is false. I don't think you doz. 
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animals are in a pen clearly marked "Zebras: Yet, something's being a zebra implies that it is not a 
mule Wid, in paniculM, not a mule cleverly disguised by the ZOO authorities 10 look like a .zein. 
Do you know that these animals are not mules cleverly disguised by the zoo authorities 10 look Ilke 
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have, whal evidence you can produce in favor of thi., claim. The evidence you hIId (or thinking 
them zebras has been effectively DCullalil.ed, since it tioes not countlOwllfd their not being mules 
cleverly disguised 10 look like zebras. You have some general uniformities on which you rely, 
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should the zoo authoriLies do that?" Granled, the hypothesis (if we may call it thai) is not very 
plausible, given what we know about people and zoos. But the question heI'C is not whether this 
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pen, but whether you know that this alternative hypothesis is false. I don't think you cto2. 
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According to Dretske, the Zebra Case is a counterexample to closure because you 
know (a) h e  animals in the pen are zebras, but don't know a clear logical consequence 
of  (a), namely.(b) the animals in the pen aren't cleverly disguised mules. I find this de- 
scription of the situation implausible. Given what Dretske has said in laying out the 
example, I think it is more reasonable to conclude that if you know (a) you know (b) as 
well, and closure is preserved after all. 

The reason you know that an animal in the pen is not a disguised mule (if you d o  
know it's a zebra) is that you have a true belief to that effect backed up by good evi- 
dence. That evidence includes background information about the nature and function of 
zoos. You know that zoos generally exhibit genuine specimens, and that it would be a 
great deal of trouble to disguise a mule and to substitute it for a zebra. Only under the 
most unlikely and bizam circumstances, if at all, would such a substitution be made, and 
there is no reason whatsoever to think that any such circumstances obtain. If you did 
feel there was a chance that a switch had been made, you would have reason to doubt 
that the animal you see is a zebra. You would not, then. know that it is a zebra, con- 
trmy to what war assctmed. 

Dretske's motivations for denying that you know you aren't seeing a disguised 
mule are not fully clear. He himself grants that the "hypothesis" that the animal is really 
a mule is "not very plausible", yet adds 

But h e  question here is not whc~hcr this allcmative is plausible. not whether it is more or less 
plausible than chat there are real zebras in the pen. but whether you know chat this allcmalive is 

ralsc.3 

One might have thought that if a belief is much more plausible than its denial, a person 
would be justified in accepting that belief. And. then, barring Gettier-like complications. 
that person's belief, if true, would be k n ~ w l e d g e . ~  

Perhaps Dretske's point is this: When you look at the pen where the animal is, 
you have evidence that there is a zebra there. namely that the animal looks like a zebra. 
Your visual evidence does not, though, give any support to your belief that the animal 
you are seeing isn't a disguised mule. For. if it were a disguised mule. your visual ex- 
pcrience would be just as it is. As Dretske says. "The evidence you had for thinking 
them zebras has been effectively neutralized, since it does not count toward their not be- 
ing mules cleverly disguised to look like zebras".5 The upshot is that you do know there 
is  a zebra. since you have a true belief to that effect supported by evidence. You do nor 
know that the animal isn't a disguised mule, since your belief in this case is true but not 
supported by available evidence. So, you know the first proposition, but don't know its 
clear logical consequence. 

I indicated above why I think this analysis is incorrect. Your background 
knowledge does give you justification for denying that the animal is a mule, so you 
know that it isn't one. Still, it may appear that the possibility of failure for the Closure 
Principle arises out of the situation as I described it. It seems that the usual adequate 
evidence for the claim "It's a zebra" (i.e. visual evidence) is different from the back- 
ground evidence which supports "It's not a cleverly disguised mule." If so. you could 
conceivably be in a position where you had the visual evidence and knew there was a 
zebra, but lacked the background knowledge, and hence didn't know there wasn't a 

ARE THERE COUNTEREXAMPLES TO THE CLOSURE PRINCIPLE? IS 

disguised mule. In such circumstances, the Closure Principle would face a counterex- 
ample. 

T o  my mind, this appraisal is based on an overly atomistic conception of evidence 
and justification. Your belief that the animal at the zoo is a zebra is justified in part by 
your visual evidence, but it is also supported by the background information that counts 
against the animal's being a disguised mule. By itself, the visual evidence wouldn't be 
sufficient to give you knowledge that there is a zebra. T o  see this, consider a case where 
the proper background knowledge is lacking. Imagine that you are driving through 
ranchland out West and for some reason or other stop by the roadside. Across the way 
you see a black and white striped equine creature tranquilly gazing in its pen. In a situ- 
ation of this sort, it seems to me, it is far from clear that you could know the animal be- 

-fore you to be a zebra, even though it looks just as much like a zebra as the animal in the 
zoo does. The difference here is that you have no applicable background information 
which makes it more likely that a zebra-like animal really is a zebra rather than an oddly 
colored mule. So, even back at the zoo, your justification that what you see is a zebra 
depends on bnckground inform~~tion -just ns the j~~stification for your denial that it's a 
disguised mule would so depend."l'here is no discrepnncy here which provides grounds 
for thinking that the Closure Principle is false. 

One might object that the defense of closure just given makes unrealistically high 
demands s o  far as evidence is concerned. A young child at the zoo. seeing an animal 
that resembles an illustration in a picture book might point and happily say "Zebra!". 
Despite the fact that the child knows nothing about how zoos work, doesn't that child 
know the animal is a zebra? The issues here are complex, but there are various reasons 
not to take this objection as decisive. First, even if it is granted that the child knows in 
the full sense that the animal is a zebra. if he or she isn't capable of drawing the infer- 
ence about disguised mules, the child's case doesn't bear on the validity of the Closure 
Principle. Moreover, it's unclear that, under the circumstances, the child really ought to 
be described as knowing that the animal is a zebra. Suppose that the child can't concep- 
tually distinguish between 'looks like an zebra' and 'is a zebra'. Perhaps the child 
knows only that the animal it sees looks like a zebra, and wouldn't know that the animal 
is a zebra without acquiring further conceptual resources and inf~rmat ion .~  

II CAR THEIT CASES 

I have maintained that Dretske's Zebra Case does not furnish a counterexample to the 
Closure Principle. But what I have said so far bears largely on the particular details of 
the case as Dretske sets it up. His remarks point towards the formulation of examples 
which cannot be treated so straightforwardly. I call these "Car Theft Cases", for reasons 
which will become clear in a moment. It may be. in fact, that the Zebra Case properly 
understood is one of these. 

Suppose you own a car which you parked a few hours ago on a side s m t  in a 
major metropolitan area. You remember clearly where you left it. Do you know where 
your car is? We are inclined to say that you do. Now it is true that every day hundreds 
of cars are stolen in the major cities of the United States. Do you know that your car 
has not been stolen? Many people have the intuition that you would not know that. If 
this intuition is combined with the previous one, then it seems that the closure principle is 
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According to Dretske, the Zebra Case is a counterexample to closure because you 
know (a) the animals in the pen are zebms, but don't know a clear logical consequence 
of (a), namely,(b) the animals in the pen aren't cleverly disguised mules. I find this de
scription of the situation implausible. Given what Dretske has said in laying out the 
example, I think it is more reasonable to conclude that if you know (a) you know (b) as 
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ralse.3 

One might have thought that if a belief is much more plausible than its denial, a person 
would be justified in accepting that belief. And, then, barring Gettier-like complications, 
that person's belief, if true, would be knowledge.4 

Perhaps Dretske's point is this: When you look at the pen where the animal is, 
you have evidence that there is a zebm there, namely that the animal looks like a zebm. 
Your visual evidence does not, though, give any support to your belief that the animal 
you are seeing isn't a disguised mule. For, if it were a disguised mule, your visual ex
perience would be just as it is. As Dretske says, "The evidence you had for thinking 
Ihem zebras has been effectively neutralized, since it does not count toward their not be
ing mules cleverly disguised to look like zebras".s The upshot is that you do know there 
is a zebm, since you have a true belief to that effect supported by evidence. You do not 
know that the animal isn't a disguised mule, since your belief in this case is true but not 
supported by available evidence. So, you know the first proposition, but don't know its 
clear logical consequence. 

I indicated above why I think this analysis is incorrect. Your background 
knowledge does give you justification for denying that the animal is a mule, so you 
know that it isn't one. Still, it may appear that the possibility of failure for the Closure 
Principle arises out of the situation as I described it. It seems that the usual adequate 
evidence for the claim "It's a zebra" (i.e. visual evidence) is different from the back
ground evidence which supports "It's not a cleverly disguised mule." If so, you could 
conceivably be in a position where you had the visual evidence and knew there was a 
zebra, but lacked the background knowledge, and hence didn't know there wasn't a 
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disguised mule. In such circumstances, the Closure Principle would face a counterex
ample. 

To my mind, this appraisal is based on an overly atomistic conception of evidence 
and justification. Your belief that the animal at the zoo is a zebm is justified in part by 
your visual evidence, but it is also supported by the background information that counts 
against the animal's being a disguised mule. By itself, the visual evidence wouldn't be 
sufficient to give you knowledge that there is a zebra. To see this, consider a case where 
the proper background knowledge is lacking. Imagine that you are driving through 
ranchland out West and for some reason or other stop by the roadside, Across the way 
you see a black and white striped equine creature tmnquilly grazing in its pen. In a situ
ation of this sort, it seems to me, it is far from clear that you could know the animal be

-fore you to be a zebm, even though it looks just as much like a zebra as the animal in the 
zoo does. The difference here is that you have no applicable background information 
which makes it more likely that a zebm-like animal really is a zebra mther than an oddly 
colored mule. So, even back at the zoo, your justification that what you see is a zebra 
depends on background informntion - just as the justification for your denial that it's a 
disguised mule would so depend.h There is no discrepancy here which provides grounds 
for thinking that the Closure Principle is false. 

One might object that the defense of closure just given makes unrealistically high 
demands so far as evidence is concemed. A young child at the zoo, seeing an animal 
that resembles an illustration in a picture book might point and happily say "Zebm''', 
Despite the fact that the child knows nothing about how zoos work, doesn't that child 
know the animal is a zebra? The issues here are complex, but there are various reasons 
not to take this objection as decisive. First, even if it is granted that the child knows in 
the full sense that the animal is a zebra, if he or she isn't capable of dmwing the infer
ence about disguised mules, the child's case doesn't bear on the validity of the Closure 
Principle. Moreover, it's unclear that, under the circumstances, the child really ought to 
be described as knowing that the animal is a zebra. Suppose that the child can't conceJr 
tually distinguish between 'looks like an zebra' and 'is a zebra'. Perhaps the child 
knows only that the animal it sees looks like a zebra, and wouldn't know that the animal 
is a zebra without acquiring further conceptual resources and information.' 

II CAR THEFT CASES 

I have maintained that Dretske's Zebra Case does not fumish a counterexample to the 
Closure Principle. But what I have said so far bears largely on the particular details of 
the case as Dretske sets it up. His remarks point towards the formulation of examples 
which cannot be treated so straightforwardly. I call these "Car Theft Cases", for reasons 
which will become clear in a moment. It may be, in fact, that the Zebra Case properly 
understood is one of these. 

Suppose you own a car which you parked a few hours ago on a side street in a 
major metropolitan area. You remember clearly where you left it. Do you know where 
your car is? We are inclined to say that you do. Now it is true that every day hundreds 
of cars are stolen in the major cities of the United States. Do you know that your car 
has not been stolen? Many people have the intuition that you would not know that. If 
this intuition is combined with the previous one, then it seems that the closure principle is 
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violated. That is: You know the proposition @) 'My car is now parked on (say) Avenue 
A'. You also know that thnt proposition entails (9) 'My car has not been stolen and 
driven away from where it was Yet, it seems, you do not know 9, despite the 
fact that it is for you a clear logical consequence of p, which you do know. Since, in 
this instance, you (apparently) fail to know a clear logical consequence of a proposition 
you do know. the Closure Principle is (apparently) violated. 

This example turns on a rather unusual feature of the clear logical consequence 9. 
Given your evidence, that proposition is much more probable than not, and it is at least 
as likely to be true as p is. To  that extent, it seems as though you should be as justified 
in believing q as you are in believing p. Nevertheless. even though your belief that p, if 
m e ,  may be knowledge, your belief that 9, if true, is not. You do not know that your 
car hasn't been stolen by someone and driven away, despite the high probability that 
your belief to that effect is true. 

In this respect, your belief that q resembles someone's belief that a ticket, which 
he holds. will not win a fair lottery. No matter how high the odds that the ticket will not 
win. it strikes us that the ticket-holder doesn't know that his ticket w~ l l  not win. In fact. 
the analogy between a subject's belief about holding a losing lottery ticket and one's be- 
lief that one's car has not been stolen goes even further than this and is quite illuminat- 
ing. 

A number of features of a lottery situation are especially relevant here. First, 
although winning a lottery on a particular ticket is unlikely or improbable, it would not be 
abnormal in some intuitive sense, for it to turn out that the ticket one holds happens to be 
a winner. Second. even though h e  weight of the evidence is certainly against any par- 
ticular ticket's winning, there is still some statistical evidence in favor of the proposition 
that a certain particular ticket will win. i. e. there is some (small) reason to think a par- 
ticular ticket-holder will win.s 

A third important consideration is that, with respect to its chances of winning the 
lottery. each ticket is indistinguishable from every other one. So, any reason you have 
for thinking that your particular ticket will lose would be an equally good reason for be- 
lieving of any other ticket in the lottery that it, too, will lose. Under these circumstances. 
it would be arbitrary to believe of some tickets (including your own) but not others that 
they will not win. So. if you are consistent rather than arbitrary, and you do conclude 
on the basis of the evidence available that your ticket will not win, you will conclude the 
same of every other lottery ticket. Nevertheless, you hold the belief that some ticket or 
other will win. On pain of arbitrariness, then, it seems that you can't justifiably hold 
both that your ticket will lose and that some ticket will win. A fortiori, you can't know 
that your ticket will lose and that some ticket will win? 

Now. in certain important ways, one's epistemic situation with respect to the lot- 
tery is like one's epistemic situation in the Car Theft C a ~ e . ~ "  In effect. when you park 
your car in an area with an appreciable rate of auto theft, you enter a lottery in which 
cars are picked, essentially at random, to be stolen and driven away. Having your car 
stolen is the unfortunate counterpan to winning the lottery. And, just as one doesn't 
know that one will not have one's number come up in the lottery, it seems one doesn't 
know that one's number won't come up, so to speak, for car theft. 

To be more particular, believing that your car won't be stolen is like believing 
you won't win the lottery, in the ways just canvassed. ( I )  If you park your car in an 

area with a high rate of car theft, an area where it is virtually certain that some car like 
yours will be stolen, it would not be abnormal for your car to be stolen. (2) In the Car 
Theft Case, your knowledge that there is a considerable amount of auto theft gives you 
some real statistical reason to think you car will be stolen.I1 (3) It would be arbitmy of 
you to believe that your car, but not all the others relevantly similar to it, won't be 
stolen. In general, if a person fails to know a proposition because of considerations like 
these, I wilicall the not known a lotteryproposition. 

The point of this extended comparison of the lottery and the Car Theft Case has 
been to try to characterize a family of apparent counterexamples to the Closure Principle. 
The essential feature of these examples is that they are cases in which the clear logical 
consequence of a known proposition is itself a lottery proposition meeting the criteria just 
discussed. What makes the Zebra Case, in my opinion, a weaker potential counterex- 
ample to the Closure Principle than the Car Theft Case, is just the fact that the clear log- 
ical consequence of the &bra Case is harder to see as a lottery proposition. First. it 
would be abnormal for a disguised mule to be in a uw, enclosure marked "Zebrns". 
Second, as Dretske describes the exanrple, it isn't apparent that you have any reason 
(statistical or otherwise) to think that there might be a disguised mule in the zebra pen. 
These two weaknesses arc related to the third: it is difficult to see the presence of a dis- 
guised mule in the zebra pen as the outcome of any lottery-like process. That is, it is 
not as though you know that a disguised mule has been placed in some zebra pen in 
some zoo chosen at random. In that case, any reason you had for thinking that the ani- 
mal you happen to see isn't the disguised mule would apply in every other situation. You 
would, then, have to conclude that no zoo- had a disguised mule running around - in 
contradiction with what you know to be the case, viz. there is a disguised mule in some 
m somewhere. However, this kind of lottery element isn't present in the Zebra Case as 
Dretske described it. So, it is unclear why, as Dretske maintains, you do not know that 
the striped animal before you isn't a disguised mule.12 

Ill CAR THEFT CASES AND SKEPTICISM 

I would like to turn now to the implications of the Car Theft Case. That case is 
supposed to count as a counterexample to the Closure Principle. For. in the Car Theft 
Case, you seem to know a proposition about where your car is. but you apparently fail 
to know another proposition which is a clear logical consequence of the first one. I will 
maintain below that taking the Car Theft Case in this fashion. as a counterexample to 
closure, is not the only. or the best way, to understand it. But, suppose that the Car 
Theft Case does stand as a counterexample to closure; does that really help us with the 
problem of skepticism? 

The thought was that  he Ci~r  Theft Case would show that closure isn't vr~lid in 
general. Then the skeptic's reliance on that principle in the course of the argument from 
deception would be illegitimate, and the argument wouldn't go through. However, what 
the Car Theft Case really shows about the Closure Principle, if it shows anything at all. 
is that that principle is invalid when the clear logical consequence involved is a lottery 
proposition with the features mentioned above. The Car Theft Case gives us no reason 
to think that closure fails to hold for clear logical consequences which don't satisfy those 
criteria. 
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violated. That is: You know the proposition (p) 'My car is now parked on (say) Avenue 
A'. You also know that that proposition entails (q) 'My car has not been stolen and 
driven away from where it was parked'. Yet, it seems. you do not know q. despite the 
fact that it is for you a clear logical consequence of p. which you do know. Since, in 
this instance:, you (apparently) fail to know a clear logical consequence of a proposition 
you do know, the Oosure Principle is (apparently) violated. 

This example turns on a rather unusual feature of the clear logical consequence q. 
Given your evidence. that proposition is much more probable than not, and it is at least 
as likely to be true as p is. To that extent, it seems as though you should be as justified 
in believing q as you are in believing p. Nevertheless, even though your belief that p, if 
true, may be knowledge, your belief that q, if true, is not. You do not know that your 
car hasn't been stolen by someone and driven away, despite the high probability that 
your belief to that effect is true. 

In this respect. your belief that q resembles someone's belief that a ticket, which 
he holds, will not win a fair lonery. No matter how high the odds that the ticket will not 
win. it strikes us that the ticket-holder doesn't know that his ticket will not win. In fact, 
the analogy between a subject's belief about holding a losing lottery ticket and one's be
lief that one's car has not been stolen goes even further than this and is quite illuminat
ing. 

A number of features of a lottery situation are especially relevant here. First, 
although winning a lottery on a panicular ticket is unlikely or improbable, it would not be 
abnormal in some intuitive sense, for it to tum out that the ticket one holds happens to be 
a winner. Second, even though the weight of the evidence is certainly against any par
ticular ticket's winning, there is still some statistical evidence in favor of the proposition 
that a certain panicular ticket will win. i. e. there is some (small) reason to think a par
ticular ticket-holder will win.8 

A third important consideration is that, with respect to its chances of winning the 
lottery. each ticket is indistinguishable from every other one. So, any reason you have 
for thinking that your panicular ticket will lose would be an equally good reason for be
lieving of any other ticket in the lottery that it. too. will lose. Under these circumstances, 
it would be arbitrary to believe of some tickets (including your own) but not others that 
they will not win. So, if you are consistent rather than arbitrary, and you do conclude 
on the basis of the evidence available that your ticket will not win, you will conclude the 
same of every other lottery ticket. Nevertheless, you hold the belief that some ticket or 
other will win. On pain of arbitrariness. then. it seems that you can't justifiably hold 
both that your ticket will lose and that some ticket will win. A fortiori, you can't know 
that your ticket will lose and that some ticket will win.9 

Now, in certain important ways, one's epistemic situation with respect to the lot
tery is like one's epistemic situation in the Car Theft Caseyl In effect. when you park 
your car in an area with an appreciable rate of auto theft, you enter a lottery in which 
cars nre picked, essentially at random, to be stolen and driven away. Having your car 
slolen is the unfortunate counterpart to winning the lottery. And, just as one doesn'l 
know that one will not have one's number come up in the lottery, it seems one doesn't 
know that one's number won't come up. so to speak, for car Iheft. 

To be more particular, believing that your car won't be stolen is like believing 
you won't win the lottery, in the ways just canvassed. (I) If you park your car in an 
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area with a high rate of car theft, an area where it is virtually certain that some car like 
yours will be stolen, it would not be abnormal for your car to be stolen. (2) In the Car 
Theft Case, your knowledge that there is a considerable amount of auto theft gives you 
some real statistical reason to think you car will be stolen. 11 (3) It would be arbitrary of 
you to believe that your car, but nOl all the others relevantly similar to it, won't be 
stolen. In general, if a person fails to know a proposition because of considerations like 
these, I will call the proposition not known a louery proposition. 

The point of this extended comparison of the lottery and the Car Theft Case has 
been to try to characterize a family of apparent counterexamples to the Closure Principle. 
The essential feature of these examples is that they are cases in which the clear logical 
consequence of a known proposition is itself a lottery proposition meeting the criteria just 
discussed. What makes the Zebra Case, in my opinion, a weaker potential counterex
ample to the Closure Principle than the Car Theft Case, is just the fact that. ~e c1e~ log:
ical consequence of the 7.ebra Case is harder to see as a lottery proposlIlon. First, It 

would be abnormal for a disguised mule to be in a zoo enclosure marked "Zebras". 
Second, as Dretske describes the example, it isn't apparent that you have any reason 
(statistical or otherwise) to think thAt there might be a disguised mule in the zebra pen. 
These two weaknesses are related to the third: it is difficult to see the presence of a dis
guised mule in the zebra pen as the outcome of any lottery-like process. That is, it is 
not as though you know that a disguised mule has been placed in some zebra pen in 
some zoo chosen at random. In that case, any reason you had for thinking that the ani
mal you happen to see isn't the disguised mule would apply in every other situation. You 
would, then, have to conclude that no zoo_ had a disguised mule running around in 
contradiction with what you know to be the case, viz. there is a disguised mule in some 
zoo somewhere. However, this kind of lottery element isn't present in the Zebra Case as 
Dretske described it. So, it is unclear why, as Dretske maintains, you do not know that 
the striped animal before you isn't a disguised mule.12 

III CAR THEFT CASES AND SKEPTICISM 

I would like to tum now to the implications of the Car Theft Case. That case is 
supposed to COUnt as a counterexample to the Closure Principle. For, in the Car Theft 
Case, you seem to know a propOSition about where your car is, but you apparently fail 
to know another proposition which is a clear logical consequence of the first one. f will 
maintain below that taking the Car Theft Case in this fashion, as a counterexample to 
closure, is not the only, or the best way, to understand it. But, suppose that the Car 
Theft Case does stand as a counterexample to closure; does that really help us with the 
problem of skepticism? 

The thought was that the C,lr Theft Case would show that closure isn't valid in 
general. Then the skeptic's reliance on that principle in the course of the argument from 
deception would be illegitimate, and the nrgument wouldn't go through. However, what 
the Car Theft Case really shows about the Closure Principle, if it shows anything at all, 
is that that principle is invalid when the clear logical consequence involved is a lottery 
proposition with the features mentioned above. The Car Theft Case gives us no reason 
to think that closure fails to hold for clear logical consequences which don't satisfy those 
criteria. 
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The question at this point is whether the clear logical consequence in the skeptic's 
argument is a lottery proposition in the specified sense. The clear logical consequence 
the skeptic invokes is something like 'I am not a brain in a vat thoroughly deceived by 
sinister neurophysiologists'. And this is clearly not a lottery proposition satisfying the 
three criteria having to d o  with abnormality, reliance on statistical evidence. and non-ar- 
bitrariness. Let me take these out of order. (1) If the skeptic's logical consequence were 
a lottery proposition. I would have to be an indistinguishable member of a class of sub- 
jects of which it is known that at least one member is a brain in a vat (making it arbitrary 
for me to believe that I'm not such a brain). This is hardly the case, since 1 don't know 
that there art any brains in vats anywhere. The lottery-like element which was crucial to 
the smcture of the Car Theft Case is therefore lacking here. (2) Moreover, since there is 
no  reason to think that some brains are put into vats as a matter of course, it might well 
be abnormal. in an intuitive sense, for someone to turn out to be a brain in a vat. (3) 
Finally, given (I), there is no basis for assigning a real, positive statistical probability to 
the proposition that someone is a brain in a vat. 

The force of these observations is that the situation in which the skeptic invokes 
closure cannot easily be assimilated to situations like the Car Theft Case, in which there 
is  some reason to think closure fails. Hence, the Car Theft Case as such gives little 
support to the claim that the Closure Principle fails when the skeptic appeals to it. This 
means that the Car Theft Case provides no convincing basis for rejecting the Deceiver 
Argument. 

It may be that, if Cartesian skepticism is the issue, no more needs to be said 
about the Zebra Case or  the Car Theft Case. I will, however, pursue the question of 
whether the Car Theft Case is a genuine counterexample to the Closure Principle. Aside 
from whatever inmnsic interest that question may have, it is worth seeing that the results 
strengthen, rather than weaken, the conclusion that these examples d o  not undercut skep- 
ticism. 

1V THE INTERPRETATION OF INTUITTONS ABOUT THE PROBLEM CASES 

The Car Theft Case and its analogues provide counterexamples to the Closure Principle if 
we  take our intuitions about such cases at factvalue.  For, then, it seems that in the 
circumstances described, a person may know some proposition (e.g. 'My car is on 
Avenue A, where I parked it') yet not know a clear logical consequence of that 
proposition (e.g. 'My car hasn't been stolen and driven away from where it was 
parked'). It's worth noting, though, that some additional reactions people have suggest 
that closure is preserved in these situations after all. Often, when faced with the possi- 
bility that their cars might have been stolen, people withdraw, at least temporarily, their 
initial claims to know where their cars are. Such a response is just what the Closure 
Principle would require. 

Now, I think it must be admitted that the intuitions we have here are weak. It 
would be difficult to find decisive support for closure in the tendency people have to 
change their minds in the way just mentioned. Still, the fact that the Closure Principle 
seems to be respected to the extent that it is provides a motivation for analyzing that case 
in a way that doesn't presuppose the failure of closure. 

The problem facing any such analysis is to accommodate or  discredit the intu- 
itions that produce the impression of closure failure in the first place. Those art the 
intuitions which lead us to say, first, that a person, under certain circumstances, would 
know some proposition, and, second, that the person doesn't know a clear logical con- 
sequence of that proposition. One way of trying to reconcile these intuitions with closure 
is to argue that some kind of shift takes place between these responses. The claim would 
then be that, for no fixed set of circumstances, d o  we regard a subject as knowing a 
proposition while failing to know one of its clear logical consequences. 

Certain psychological studies provide independent reasons to believe that a shift of 
this kind takes place. These studies concern people's attitudes towards improbable 
events. They are relevant to the Car Theft Case because of the essential role played in 1 

i that case by the unlikely possibility that your car has been stolen. If closure does fail 
1 here, it is because the possibility of theft, though highly improbable, undercuts the claim 
! that you know that your car hasn't been stolen, even while that possibility somehow 

leaves intact your knowing that your car is at a certain spot. In the studies mentioned, it 
has been found that people may m a t  improbable events either as likelier than they really 
arc or as having essentially no chance of occurring. Moreover, these assessments arc 
unstable, and subjects can easily be influenced to grant a possibility more weight than 
otherwise, if that possibility is made salient to them.13 

Such psychological considerations provide an explanation for our intuitions about 
the Car Theft Case. Initially and generally, in evaluating the knowledge claims in that 
case, we treat the chance of your car's being stolen as essentially zero. You can, then. 
be as sure as you need to be that your car is where you left it; you art fully justified in 
that belief. Thus, we arc likely to say without hesitation that in the situation described 
you know where your car is. Later, however, when we dwell on the rate of car theft. 
the chance of your car's having been stolen is lent more weight. Given a (now) signifi- 
cant possibility that you may be wrong in believing that your car hasn't been stolen, we 
arc no longer prepared to say that you know it hasn't been stolen. And, viewing the 
situation in this light, giving weight to the chance that the car isn't where you left it, we 
may be inclined to go on to say that you don't know where the car is after all. That is, 
there seems to be a motivation to deny your initial knowledge claim in a set of circum- 
stances where you cannot claim to know a clear logical consequence of what you thought 
you knew. In that way. the Closure Principle is respected. 

In short, the fact that at one time we would say that you know the location of 
your car, and that shortly thereafter we might say that you don't know your car hasn't 
been stolen, does not establish the invalidity of the Closure Principle. For, it may be that 
at no one time d o  we affirm that you know something yet fail to know one of its clear 
logical consequences. It is doubtful, then, that the Car Theft Case, when properly un- 
derstood, provides a counterexample to the Closure Principle. 

I have suggested that the anon>alous character of our intuitions about the Car 
Theft Case may be due to some kind of epistemically important shift rather than to clo- 
sure failure. My conjecture has been that the shift is a change in a probability assign- 
ment, but other mechanisms may be at work instead. An alternative explanation of our 
intuitions is that we are somehow induced to shift our sense of the degree of assurance 
knowledge requires. Thus, our estimation of the chance the subject could be wrong be- 
cause of car theft would remain constant, but we would change our minds as to whether 
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The question at this point is whether the clear logical consequence in the skeptic's 
argument is a lottery proposition in the specified sense. The clear logical consequence 
the skeptic invokes is something like 'I am not a brain in a vat thoroughly deceived by 
si nister neurophysiologists'. And this is clearly not a lottery proposition satisfying the 
three criteria having to do with abnormality, reliance on statistical evidence, and non-ar
bitrariness. Let me take these out of order. (1) If the skeptic's logical consequence were 
a lottery proposition, I would have to be an indistinguishable member of a class of sub
jects of which it is known that at least one member is a brain in a vat (making it arbitrary 
for me to believe that I'm not such a brain). This is hardly the case, since I don't know 
that there are any brains in vats anywhere. The lottery-like element which was crucial to 
the structure of the Car Theft Case is therefore lacking here. (2) Moreover, since there is 
no reason to think that some brains are put into vats as a matter of course, it might well 
be abnonnal, in an intuitive sense, for someone to tum out to be a brain in a vat. (3) 
Finally, given (I), there is no basis for assigning a real, positive statistical probability to 
the proposition that someone is a brain in a vat. 

The force of these observations is that the situation in which the skeptic invokes 
closure cannot easily be assimilated to situations like the Car Theft Case, in which there 
is some reason to think closure fails. Hence, the Car Theft Case as such gives little 
support to the claim that the Closure Principle fails when the skeptic appeals to it. This 
means that the Car Theft Case provides no convincing basis for rejecting the Deceiver 
Argument. 

It may be that, if Cartesian skepticism is the issue, no more needs to be said 
about the Zebra Case or the Car Theft Case. I will, however, pursue the question of 
whether the Car Theft Case is a genuine counterexample to the Closure Principle. Aside 
from whatever intrinsic interest that question may have, it is worth seeing that the results 
strengthen, rather than weaken, the conclusion that these examples do not undercut skeJr 
ticism. 

IV THE INTERPRETATION OF INTUITIONS ABOlIT mE PROBLEM CASES 

The Car Theft Case and its analogues provide counterexamples to the Closure Principle if 
we take our intuitions about such cases at face-value. For, then, it seems that in the 
circumstances described, a person may know some proposition (e.g. 'My car is on 
Avenue A, where I parked it') yet not know a clear logical consequence of that 
proposition (e.g. 'My car hasn't been stolen and driven away from where it was 
parked'). It's worth noting, though, that some additional reactions people have suggest 
that closure is preserved in these situations after all. Often, when faced with the possi
bility that their cars might have been stolen, people withdraw, at least temporarily, their 
initial claims to know where their cars are. Such a response is just what the Closure 
Principle would require. 

Now, I think it must be admitted that the intuitions we have here are weak. It 
would be difficult to find decisive support for closure in the tendency people have to 
cllange their minds in the way just mentioned. Still, the fact that the Closure Principle 
seems to be respected to the extent that it is provides a motivation for analyzing that case 
in a way that doesn't presuppose the failure of closure. 
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The problem facing any such analysis is to accommodate or discredit the intu
itions that produce the impression of closure failure in the first place. Those are the 
intuitions which lead us to say, first, that a person, under certain circumstances, would 
know some proposition, and, second, that the person doesn't know a clear logical con
sequence of that proposition. One way of trying to reconcile these intuitions with closure 
is to argue that some kind of shift takes place between these responses. The claim would 
then be that, for no fixed set of circumstances, do we regard a subject as knowing a 
proposition while failing to know one of its clear logical consequences. 

Certain psychological studies provide independent reasons to believe that a shift of 
this kind takes place. These studies concern people's attitudes towards improbable 
events. They are relevant to the Car Theft Case because of the essential role played in 
that case by the unlikely possibility that your car has been stolen. If closure does fail 
here, it is because the possibility of theft, though highly improbable, undercuts the claim 
that you know that your car hasn't been stolen, even while that possibility somehow 
leaves intact your knowing that your car is at a certain spot. In the studies mentioned, it 
has been found that people may treat improbable events either as likelier than they really 
are or as having essentially no chance of occurring. Moreover, these assessments are 
unstable, and subjects can easily be influenced to grant a possibility more weight than 
otherwise, if that possibility is made salient to themP 

Such psychological considerations provide an explanation for our intuitions about 
the Car Theft Case. Initially and generally, in evaluating the knowledge claims in that 
case, we treat the chance of your car's being stolen as essentially zero. You can, then, 
be as sure as you need to be that your car is where you left it; you are fully justified in 
that belief. Thus, we are likely to say without hesitation that in the situation described 
you know where your car is. Later, however, when we dwell on the rate of car theft, 
the chance of your car's having been stolen is lent more weight. Given a (now) signifi
cant possibility that you may be wrong in believing that your car hasn't been stolen, we 
are no longer prepared to say that you know it hasn't been stolen. And, viewing the 
situation in this light, giving weight to the chance that the car isn't where you left it, we 
may be inclined to go on to say that you don't know where the car is after all. That is, 
there seems to be a motivation to deny your initial knowledge claim in a set of circum
stances where you cannot claim to know a clear logical consequence of what you thought 
you knew. In that way, the Closure Principle is respected. 

In short, the fact that at one time we would say that you know the location of 
your car, and that shortly thereafter we might say that you don't know your car hasn't 
been stolen, does not establish the invalidity of the Closure Principle. For, it may be that 
at no one time do we affrrm that you know something yet fail to know one of its clear 
logical consequences. It is doubtful, then, that the Car Theft Case, when properly un
derstood, provides a counterexample to the Closure Principle. 

I have suggested that the anomalous character of our intuitions about the Car 
Theft Case may be due to some kind of epistemically important shift rather than to clo
sure failure. My conjecture has been that the shift is a change in a probability assign
ment, but other mechanisms may be at work instead. An alternative explanation of our 
intuitions is that we are somehow induced to shift our sense of the degree of assurance 
knowledge requires. Thus, our estimation of the chance the subject could be wrong be
cause of car theft would remain constant, but we would change our minds as to whether 
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knowledge is consistent with that level of epistemic risk. There are still other forms the I 
shift could take. I t  might even be thnt the movement in the Car Theft-type situations is 
between wholly distinct notions of knowledge embodying different sets of necessary and I 

sufficient conditions. 
For my purposes, the details of what actually occurs are relatively unimportant. 

The main point I wish to make is that there are explanations other than closure failure for 
our intuitions about the Car Theft Cases.14 Or, to put it differently, a straightforward 
appeal to those intuitions is insufficient to establish that the Closure Principle does not 
hold without restriction. 

V THE PROBLEM OF SEMI-SKEmlCISM 
I 

I have just argued that a simple inspection of our intuitions about the Car Theft Case i 
does not conclusively refute the Closure Principle. The advocate of closure can claim I 

that the Closure Principle only appears to fail, as the result of an epistemically important t 

switch that takes place in the course of our thinking about the example. However, a I 

claim of this son leaves open what a subject, in fact, does and doesn't know in Car 
Theft-type situations. The Closure Principle faces a strong objection to the effect that it 
is incompatible with any acceptable account of what is known in Car Theft Cases. 

If closure holds, and some uniform standard of knowledge applies across the 
board. either you don't know where your car is, or you do know that it hasn't been 
stolen. The latter claim seems hard to sustain. This impression is strengthened by the 
similarity between the Car Theft Case and a real lottery situation. Knowing that your car 
hasn't been stolen would be, in the ways I've mentioned, like knowing someone will 
lose a fair lottery. And that seems like the son of thing one doesn't know. So. given 
the untenability of saying that you know your car hasn't been stolen. the Closure Princi- 
ple will require that, contrary to what we might have thought, you don't know where 
your car is. 

This result seems unwelcome, and things worsen quickly. It turns out that, of 
the propositions about the external world which we take ourselves to know, a great many 
entail lottery propositions as in the Car Theft Case. (The propositions with these con- 
sequences are, specifically, propositions about the current state of the world beyond our 
immediate environments). To see the range of Car Theft-type cases consider some 
otherexamples: 

Bush Case: 

Q. Do you know who the current President of the United States is? 
A. Yes, it's George Bush. 
Q. Do you know that Bush hasn't had a fatal hean attack in the last five 
minutes? 
A. No. 

Luncheonettecase: 

Q. Do you know where I can get a good hamburger? 
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A. Yes. there's a luncheonette several blocks from here. 
Q. Do you know thnt a fire hasn't just broken out then? 
A. No. 

Meteorite Case: 

Q. Do you know what stands at the mouth of San Francisco Bay? 
A. Yes, the Bay is spanned by the Golden Gate Bridge. 
Q. Do you know that the Bridge wasn't just demolished by a falling me- 
teorite? 
A. No. 

It's apparent that vuriations on these cases can be constructed for any number of 
propositions about people, things, or activities. That is to say, all the propositions about 
such matters, which we take ourselves to know, entail lottery propositions which, it 
seems, we do not know. If closure holds, along with the intuition that we do not in fact 
know the clear logical consequences in question. the result is that we have a great deal 
less knowledge of the world than we had supposed. In other words, the Closure 
Principle leads, even without the argument from deception, to a fairly strong and un- 
palatable semi-skepticism. The case against closure appears that much the stronger. 

But does the threat of semi-skepticism really count against the Closure Principle? 
The key idea here is that there is supposed to be some feature which the lottery proposi- 
tions in Car Theft Cases share with propositions about genuine lotteries, in virtue of 
which we can't be correctly described as knowing those propositions. What is that fea- 
ture? One answer is that, because of the statistical probability that your ticket may win in 
a genuine lottery, there is a "real" possibility of error in believing that you will lose. In 
other words, the crucial belief in these circumstances lacks a kind of certainty, and hence 
can't count as k n o ~ l e d g e . ~ ~  Similarly, the lottery propositions which figure in Car Theft 
Cases are such that a "real" possibility exists that they are false. Since, therefore. the 
subject can't be certain of the truth of these lottery propositions, the subject can't know 
them. By the Closure Principle, it would follow that the subject can't have knowledge of 
the propositions which he knows to entail those lottery propositions. This would resull 
as we have seen, in a pervasive semi-skepticism. 

The imponant thing to realize about this way of viewing matters is that it doesn't 
really justify concluding that the Closure Principle is invalid. For, according to the ob- 
jection. the lesson of the genuine lottery examples is that a belief can't be knowledge if 
there is a "real". and not merely logical, possibility that the subject is wrong about it. If 
this is correct, then semi-skepticism follows without the Closure Principle. After all. 
there is a "real" possibility that, e. g. you may be wrong in believing that your car is at 
a certain spot; it is possible that your car has been stolen. The same point applies, mu- 
latismutandis, to any other Car Theft Case. So, perhaps, there is a legitimate episteme 
logical problem in the threat of a semi-skepticism derived from a certainty requirement 
for knowledge. However, since rejecting closure won't avoid that problem, that problem 
doesn't provide a reason for denying the Closure Principle's validity. 

On another way of analyzing the lottery exan~ples, the unknowability in these 
contexts of propositions like 'My ticket will lose' is due to the arbitrariness of accepting 
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knowledge is consistent with that level of epistemic risk. There are still other forms the 
shift could take. It might even be that the movement in the Car Theft-type situations is 
between wholly distinct notions of knowledge embodying different sets of necessary and 
sufficient conditions. 

For my purposes, the details of what actually occurs are relatively unimponant. 
The main point I wish to make is that there are explanations other than closure failure for 
our intuitions about the Car Theft Cases}4 Or, to put it differently, a straightforward 
appeal to those intuitions is insufficient to establish that the Closure Principle does not 
hold without restriction. 

V TIlE PROBLEM OF SEMI-SKEPTICISM 

I have just argued that a simple inspection of our intuitions about the Car Theft Case 
does not conclusively refute the Closure Principle. The advocate of closure can claim 
that the Closure Principle only appears to fail, as the result of an epistemically imponant 
switch that takes place in the course of our thinking about the example. However, a 
claim of this son leaves open what a subject, in fact, does and doesn't know in Car 
Theft-type situations. The Closure Principle faces a strong objection to the effect that it 
is incompatible with any acceptable account of what is known in Car Theft Cases. 

If closure holds, and some uniform standard of knowledge applies across the 
board, either you don't know where your car is, or you do know that it hasn't been 
stolen. The latter claim seems hard to sustain. This impression is strengthened by the 
similarity between the Car Theft Case and a real lottery situation. Knowing that your car 
hasn't been stolen would be, in the ways I've mentioned, like knowing someone will 
lose a fair lottery. And that seems like the son of thing one doesn't know. So, given 
the untenability of saying that you know your car hasn't been stolen, the Closure Princi
ple will require that, contrary to what we might have thought, you don't know where 
your car is. 

This result seems unwelcome, and things worsen quickly. It turns out that, of 
the propositions about the external world which we take ourselves to know, a great many 
entail lottery propositions as in the Car Theft Case. (The propositions with these con
sequences are, specifically, propositions about the current state of the world beyond our 
immediate environments). To see the range of Car Theft-type cases consider some 
other examples: 

Bush Case: 

Q. Do you know who the current President of the United States is? 
A. Yes, it's George Bush. 
Q. Do you know that Bush hasn't had a fatal hean attack in the last five 
minutes? 
A. No. 

LuncheonetteCase: 

Q. Do you know where I can get a good hamburger? 
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A. Yes, there's a luncheonette several blocks from here. 
Q. Do you know that a fire hasn't just broken out there? 
A. No. 

Meteorite Case: 

Q. Do you know what stands at the mouth of San Francisco Bay? 
A. Yes, the Bay is spanned by the Golden Gate Bridge. 
Q. Do you know that the Bridge wasn't just demolished by a falling me
teorite? 
A. No. 

It's apparent that variations on these cases can be constructed for any number of 
propositions about people, things, or activities. That is to say, all the propositions about 
such matters, which we take ourselves to know, entail lottery propositions which, it 
seems, we do not know. If closure holds, along with the intuition that we do not in fact 
know the clear logical consequences in question, the result is that we have a great deal 
less knowledge of the world than we had supposed. In other words, the Qosure 
Principle leads, even without the argument from deception, to a fairly strong and un
palatable semi-skepticism. The case against closure appears that much the stronger. 

But does the threat of semi-skepticism really count against the Closure Principle? 
The key idea here is that there is supposed to be some feature which the lottery proposi
tions in Car Theft Cases share with propositions about genuine lotteries, in virtue of 
which we can't be correctly described as knowing those propositions. What is that fea
ture? One answer is that, because of the statistical probability that your ticket may win in 
a genuine lottery, there is a "real" possibility of error in believing that you will lose. In 
other words, the crucial belief in these circumstances lacks a kind of certainty, and hence 
can't count as knowledge}S Similarly, the lottery propositions which figure in Car Theft 
Cases are sllch that a "real" possibility exists that they are false. Since, therefore, the 
subject can't be cenain of the truth of these lottery propositions, the subject can't know 
them. By the Closure Principle, it would follow that the subject can't have knowledge of 
the propositions which he knows to entail those lottery propositions. This would result, 
as we have seen, in a pervasive semi-skepticism. 

The imponant thing to realize about this way of viewing matters is that it doesn't 
really justify concluding that the Closure Principle is invalid. For, according to the ob
jection, the lesson of the genuine lottery examples is that a belief can't be knowledge if 
there is a "real", and not merely logical, possibility that the subject is wrong about it. If 
this is correct, then semi-skepticism follows without the Closure Principle. After all, 
there is a "real" possibility that, e. g. you may be wrong in believing that your car is at 
a cenain spot; it is possible that your car has been stolen. The same point applies, mu
tatis mutandis, to any other Car Theft Case. So, perhaps, there is a legitimate epistemo
logical problem in the threat of a semi-skepticism derived from a certainty requirement 
for knowledge. However, since rejecting closure won't avoid that problem, that problem 
doesn't provide a reason for denying the Closure Principle's validity. 

On another way of analyzing the lottery examples, the unknowability in these 
contexts of propositions like 'My ticket will lose' is due to the arbitrariness of accepting 
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any proposition of that form. By analogy, in the Car Theft Case, you wouldn't know 
the proposition 'My car has not been stolen'; there is reason to think that some car or 
cars similar to yours will be stolen, and you have no non-arbiaary ground for believing 
that your car in particular won't be the one (or one of the ones) stolen. Once more, it 
looks as though dl knowledge claims about lottery propositions in other Car Theft cases 
would be undercut by similar considerations. Then, semi-skepticism will be inevitable if 
closure holds. 

Here again, though. I am inclined to think that there is no argument to be found 
against the Closure Principle as such. The analysis of the lottery effect now being enter- 
tained makes the following assumption: all other things being equal, it is unjustified to 
accept any member of a set of propositions L, such that the members of L are equiprob 
able and the subject knows (or has good reason to believe) that at least one member of L 
is false.16 

It turns out that this principle is sufficient to establish semi-skepticism regardless 
of the validity of the Closure Principle. To see why this might be so, let's take the Car 
Theft Case as the basic model. The present attempt to attach the burden of semi-skepti- 
cism to the Closure Principle amounts to the claim that the non-arbitrariness requirement 
just stated defeats your claim to know the lottery proposition that your car hasn't been 
stolen - while it leaves intact your claim to know a proposition (i.e. 'My car is on 
Avenue A, where I parked it') clearly entailing that lottery proposition. But the entailing 
proposition is itself a member of a set of equiprobable propositions which. you have 
good reason to believe, contains at least one falsehood. That set contains, along with 
'My car is on Avenue A. where I parked it', propositions like 'My neighbor's car is 
where he parked it'. The postman's car is where he parked it', and so on. You may not 
be able to state all the members of the set explicitly, but you still have very good reason 
to think that there is such a set L. By the non-arbitrariness requirement, it would follow 
that you don't know the original proposition 'My car is on Avenue A, where I parked 
it'.17 

The same line of thought would seem to apply to any case of the Car Theft-type 
where knowledge of a lottery proposition is blocked by the non-arbitrariness constraint. 
So, if the non-arbitrariness condition is strong enough to establish ignorance across the 
board for lottery propositions, it is also smng enough to establish ignorance of the 
propositions which. in Car Theft cases. entail the lottery propositions. That is to say, if 
the non-arbitrariness condition plus closure generates semi-skepticism, so too does the 
non-arbitrariness condition alone. Therefore, the opponent of closure cannot use that 
condition as the basis for an argument that the Closure Principle is invalid because it 
would lead to semi-skepticism. 

The preceding discussion makes clearer what would be required in order to make 
the case against closure work. The critic of the Closure Principle has to identify some 
way in which beliefs in lottery propositions are epistemically defective, and this defect 
must not be shared by the mundane beliefs whose contents, in Car Theft cases, are 
known to entail those lottery propositions. It isn't easy to see what such a defect would 
be, if not the ones just considered.18 

In this section, I have tried to show that our anomalous intuitions about Car Theft 
Cases and the related threat of semi-skepticism really have little to do with closure. NO 
attempt has been made here to give a fully acceptable positive account of what really 
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known in these cases, and I suspect that such an account may not be available at all. For 
it may be that the Car Theft Cases together with the problem of semi-skepticism reflect 
deep-seated, unresolved conflicts in the way we think about knowledge.19 

VI CAR THEFT CASES AND RELEVANT ALTERNATIVES 

It is tempting to think that the omission of a positive account of what we know could be 
made good by adopting a version of the relevant alternatives approach to knowledge.20 
This approach promises all the advantages, without the defects, of the treatment just 
given. In my view. a turn to the relevant alternatives approach is not advisable, but the 
proposal is interesting and deserves consideration. 

According to the relevant altem~ives theorist. the demiincls for knowledge are re- 
stricted and contextual. On one version of the theory. S knows that p just in case S 
possesses evidence which counts against all relevant altenlatives to p; on another formu- 
lation, S knows that p just in case S would be right about p over some class of relevant 
alternative situations. A major problem for the relevant alternatives approach is to expli- 
cate the crucial notion of relevance it invokes. Relevance of alternatives will vary ac- 
cording to the subject's situation; it may also (depending on the details of the theory) be 
determined by the content of the subject's belief and the context of athibution for the 
knowledge claim. If the standard of relevance obeys certain constraints, the relevant al- 
ternatives theory may be used to explain intuitions about the Car Theft Cases in a way 
that doesn't deny the validity of the Closure Principle. 

How would this go? Suppose the facts are as described in the Car Theft Case. 
Initially, we operate with a standard of relevance according to which the possibility of 
Car Theft is too remote to be considered. At this point, the fact that you would be 
wrong about the location of your car, had it been stolen>l doesn't impair the claim that 
you know where your car is. Moreover, since the possibility of car theft is remote, that 
possibility doesn't undercut the claim that you know your car hasn't been stolen. Clo- 
sure is maintained. What produces the impression to the contrary? When the possibility 
of car theft is explicitly raised, somehow a new, more generous standard of relevance is 
instated, according to which the possibility of car theft is relevant. By this standard. you 
know neither where your car is nor that i t  hilsn't been stolen. Closure is still preserved. 
as before.22 

There are several drawbacks to analyzing the Car Theft Cases in this fashion. 
First, the supposed virtue of the analysis is that it provides an account of what you 
would and wouldn't know in the circumstances given. But in giving such an account, 
the relevant alternatives theorist must say that, in some sense or from some standpoint, 
you would know that your car hasn't been stolen. This seems plainly wrong, and the 
intuition that it is wrong is just what makes it so hard to give an adequate treatment of 
the Car Theft Case and its analogues. The relevant alternatives approach really doesn't 
accommodate the body of our intuitions in an unforced, convincing way, contrary to 
what one might have hoped. 

Let me turn to a further point. The relevant alternatives theorist hypothesizes that. 
in the problem cases, there is a shift in the standard of epistemic relevance. In the Car 
Theft Case specifically, the possibility of car theft is supposed to be, alternatively, too 
remote and not too remote to be relevant. It is natural to presume that "remoteness" here 
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any proposition of that fonn. By analogy. in the Car Theft Case. you wouldn't know 
the proposition 'My car has not been stolen'; there is reason to think that some car or 
cars similar to yours will be stolen, and you have no non-arbitrary ground for believing 
that your car in particular won't be the one (or one of the ones) stolen. Once more, it 
looks as though all knowledge claims about lottery propositions in other Car Theft cases 
would be undercut by similar considerations. Then, semi-skepticism will be inevitable if 
closure holds. 

Here again, though, I am inclined to think that there is no argument to be found 
against the Closure Principle as such. The analysis of the lottery effect now being enter
tained makes the following assumption: all other things being equal, it is unjustified to 
accept any member of a set of propositions L. such that the members of L are equiprob-
able and the subject knows (or has good reason to believe) that at least one member of L 
is false. 16 

It turns out that this principle is sufficient to establish semi-skepticism regardless 
of the validity of the Closure Principle. To see why this might be so, let's take the Car 
Theft Case as the basic model. The present attempt to auach the burden of semi-skepti
cism to the Closure Principle amounts to the claim that the non-arbitrariness requirement 
just stated defeats your claim to know the lottery proposition that your car hasn't been 
stolen - while it leaves intact your claim to know a proposition (i.e. 'My car is on 
Avenue A, where I parked it') clearly entailing that lottery proposition. But the entailing 
proposition is itself a member of a set of equiprobable propositions which, you have 
good reason to believe, contains at least one falsehood. That set contains, along with 
'My car is on Avenue A, where I parked it', propositions like 'My neighbor's car is 
where he parked it', 'The postman's car is where he parked it', and so on. You may not 
be able to state all the members of the set explicitly. but you still have very good reason 
to think that there is such a set L. By the non-arbitrariness requirement, it would follow 
that you don't know the Original proposition 'My car is on Avenue A, where I parked 
it'P 

The same line of thought would seem to apply to any case of the Car Theft-type 
where knowledge of a lottery proposition is blocked by the non-arbitrariness constraint. 
So, if the non-arbitrariness condition is strong enough to establish ignorance across the 
board for lottery propositions, it is also strong enough to establish ignorance of the 
propositions which. in Car Theft cases, entail the lottery propositions. That is to say, if 
the non-arbitrariness condition plus closure generates semi-skepticism, so too does the 
non-arbitrariness condition alone. Therefore, the opponent of closure cannot use that 
condition as the basis for an argument that the Closure Principle is invalid because it 
would lead to semi-skepticism. 

The preceding discussion makes clearer what would be required in order to make 
the case against closure work. The critic of the Closure Principle has to identify some 
way in which beliefs in lottery propositions are epistemically defective. and this defect 
must not be shared by the mundane beliefs whose contents, in Car Theft cases, are 
known to entail those lottery propositions. It isn't easy to see what such a defect would 
be, if not the ones just considered. IS 

In this section, 1 have tried to show that our anomalous intuitions about Car Theft 
Cases and the related threat of semi-skepticism really have little to do with closure. No 
attempt has been made here to give a fully acceptable positive account of what really 
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known in these cases, and I suspect that such an account may not be available at all. For 
it may be that the Car Theft Cases together with the problem of semi-skepticism reflect 
deep-seated, unresolved conflicts in the way we think about knowledge. 19 

VI CAR THEFf CASES AND RELEVANT AL TERNA TIVES 

It is tempting to think that the omission of a positive account of what we know could be 
made good by adopting a version of the relevant alternatives approach to knowledge.20 
This approach promises all the advantages, without the defects, of the treatment just 
given. In my view, a tum to the relevant alternatives approach is not advisable, but the 
proposal is interesting and deserves consideration. 

According to the relevant alternntives theorist, the demands for knowledge are re
stricted and contextual. On one version of the theory, S knows thut p just in case S 
possesses evidence which COunts against all relevant altematives to p; on another fonnu
lation, S knows that p just in case S would be right about p over some class of relevant 
alternative situations. A major problem for the relevant alternatives approach is to expli
cate the crucial notion of relevance it invokes. Relevance of alternatives will vary ac
cording to the subject's situation; it may also (depending on the details of the theory) be 
detennined by the content of the subject's belief and the context of attribution for the 
knowledge claim. If the standard of relevance obeys certain constraints, the relevant al
ternatives theory may be used to explain intuitions about the Car Theft Cases in a way 
that doesn't deny the validity of the Closure Principle. 

How would this go? Suppose the facts are as described in the Car Theft Case. 
Initially, we operate with a standard of relevance according to which the possibility of 
Car Theft is too remote to be considered. At this point, the fact that you would be 
wrong about the location of your car, had it been stolen.21 doesn't impair the claim that 
you know where your car is. Moreover, since the possibility of car theft is remote, that 
possibility doesn't undercut the claim that you know your car hasn't been stolen. Clo
sure is maintained. What produces the impression to the contrary? When the possibility 
of car theft is explicitly raised, somehow a new, more generous standard of relevance is 
instated, according to which the possibility of car theft is relevant. By this standard, you 
know neither where your car is nor that it hasn't been stolen. Closure is still preserved. 
as before.22 

There are several drawbacks to analyzing the Car Theft Cases in this fashion. 
First, the supposed vinue of the analysis is that it provides an aCCount of what you 
would and wouldn't know in the circumstances given. But in giving such an account, 
the relevant alternatives theorist must say that, in some sense or from some standpoint, 
~ou would know that your car hasn't been stolen. This seems plainly wrong, and the 
tntuition that it is wrong is just what makes it so hard to give an adequate treatment of 
the Car Theft Case and its analogues. The relevant alternatives approach really doesn't 
accommodate the body of our intuitions in an unforced, convincing way, contrary to 
what one might have hoped. 

Let me tum to a further point. The relevant alternatives theorist hypOlhesizes that, 
in the problem cases, there is a shift in the standard of epistemic relevance. In the Car 
Theft Case specifically, the possibility of car theft is supposed to be, alternatively, too 
remote and not too remote to be relevant. It is natural to presume that "remoteness" here 
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is to be understood in probabilistic terms. Thus, at one time, the chance of car theft is 
treated as small enough to be ignored; later. in a more scrupulous frame of mind, we find 
even that little pmbability of error sufficient to undercut knowledge. Relevance, then. is 
a function of an alternative's probability. 

This probabilistic criterion of relevance seems attractive, but it leads to trouble. 
especially if knowledge requires having evidence that excludes relevant alternatives. 
Suppose you know a proposition k. Let I be an alternative probable enough to be relevant 
to k, and let m be any other alternative to k which should count as imlevant. Consider. 
in addition, the disjunction ( I v  m), which is logically incompatible with k. This dis- 
junction is at least as probable as its disjunct I, so i t  is probable enough to be relevant to 
your knowing k. Now. since (I v m) is relevant to your knowing k, you have to have 
good evidence against it. That is to say, you have to have good evidence for the nega- 
tion of (I v m), namely the conjunction (not-/ & not-m). 

Why is this a problem? If you have good evidence for (not4 & not-m), you 
presumably have good evidence for not-m alone.* Thus, your being in this favorable 
position with respect to not-m is a condition for your knowing k. So, m isn't imlevant 
to your knowing k, contrary to what we originally supposed. and there is a threat of 
contradiction.Z4 In the face of this objection, the relevant alternatives theorist may es- 
chew a probabilistic criterion of relevance as such. Yet, it's hard to see what alternative, 
and otherwise satisfactory, standard of relevance would yield the desired conclusions 
about the Car Theft Cases, and the value of the relevant alternatives approach in dealing 
with such cases seems questionable. 

An important motivation for pursuing that approach is the hope that this would 
contribute, down the line, to a solution of the problems raised by Cartesian skepticism. 
Typically, a relevant alternatives theorist takes the position that we can have knowledge 
of the external world even though we may be victims of massive sensory deception. On 
this view, the possibility of such deception leaves our knowledge of the world intact be- 
cause, with respect to such knowledge, the possibility of deception is an imlevant alter- 
native. Of course, it won't help just to declare skeptical alternatives imlevant - that 
evaluation has to be made in a principled way. Now. suppose that the relevant alterna- 
tives approach really did provide an acceptable account of the Car Theft Cases. Such 
success would mean that relatively pedestrian possibilities like car theft are, in some con- 
texts at least, epistemically imlevant. All the more reason, then, to hold that the out- 
landish possibilities raised by skeptics are irrelevant as well. 

The envisioned anti-skeptical strategy is to try to assimilate the problem of s k e p  
ticism to the problem of knowledge in the Car Theft Cases. Such an attempt seems 
misguided, in light of considerations raised above. The issues arising in the Car Theft 
Cases have to do with knowledge on the basis of statistical evidence and, perhaps, the 
requirement of non-arbitrariness in forming justified beliefs. As I have argued, these are 
not the issues raised by Cartesian skepticism, and there is no reason to expect that a so- 
lution to one set of problems will have any bearing on the other set. To be more spe- 
cific, let's imagine that a preponderance of statistical evidence can create situations in 
which some alternatives are irrelevant. This is not the situation in which we confront the 
skeptic (i.e., it's not as though we know, antecedently, that just a handful of the sentient 
creatures in the universe are massively deceived). So, it isn't easy to see here any basis 
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for the claim that the possibility raised by the skeptic is, for us now, an imlevant alter- 
native. 

VII CONCLUSIONS 

I have argued for a number of points concerning the Closure Principle. First, Dretske's 
Zebra Case docs not, on my view, provide a genuine counterexample to the Closure 
Principle. It seems more plausible that there is a violation of closure in examples like the 
Car Theft Case. However. even if thc Clowre Principle does fail in cases of that son, 
there is. I maintain. no reason to belicve that such n fitilure carries over to the contexts 
where the skeptic may appeal to closure. Finally, in my view, serious questions may be 
raised as to whether the Car Theft Cases really do demonstrate any failure of the Closure 
Principle at al1.25 
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NOTES 

1 This formulation slands in need of furher refincmcnls. For. suppose someone knows both pand @entails 
q); if that person doesn't put hese hings togethcr, he or she might fail to infer, and hence not know, q. 
This kind of complication doesn't a f i t  what I want to say bclow, so I will disregard it. When a logical 
consequence is properly mmgnized as such. I will call it a "clear" logical consquence. 

Fred Drerske. [31. p. 1015-1016. Dreuke also employs h c  cxamplc in his more rccenl IS]. p. 130. 
Dnuke. [31. p. 1016. 
The problem can't hc ha1 you aren't ccrlain that what you see isn't a mule. For. any chance or possibility 

that h e  animal is a mule is a chance hat  it's not a zcbra. If h i s  chance makcs you uncenain of 'It's not a 
mule' it should make you equally uncemin of 'Its a zebra'. 
5 Drcuke. 131. p. 1016. 

Sornmne might mainlnin hat  you don't nccd h i s  son of background in formation at h e  zoo; such infor- 
mation is required out Wcst only because there you have information which conflicls wih the claim that the 
mimal is a zebra (viz. xbras aren't gencrally found on Western ranchl;md). My first response would be that 
the. zoo and ranchtand situations are slill malogous. If you happen to be at. say, h e  Bmnx Zoo. you have 
evidence hat  conllicu with the claim hat h e  animal in the pen is a zebra, namely, h e  information hat  z c  
b m  aren't native to New York City. In any case. the example could be further modified. Suppose you are 
in a situation where you mean to identify an animal by sight. but you havc no information at all about 
whcther such mimals are found in your location, nor about the prcscncc or abscnce of similar looking but 
diffuenl creatures in the arca. Under those circumstances, I think, you couldn't know hat  the. animal is of 
the. son you would take it to bc. I am indebled herc to Robcrt Audi. ' For a discussion of hcse issucs. sce Rohcrt Sulnakcr. [lo], especially pp. 63-68. 

When I say hat  thcre is a statinical reason or statistical cvidcncc in favor of the proposition. I mean 
roughly h e  following. Let us say ha1 a slatis6cal probability of an A ' s  k ing a B is one that is assigned 
on h e  basis of rclative frequencies. counting cascs, and so forth. On the basis of such statistical 
probabilities, a statistical probability may be assigned by direct inference to h e  pmposition This A is a B: 
If his statistical probability, in turn. is not zcro. wc have. other things being equal. some reason-perhaps 
wry small-to hink that the A in question is a B. I am calling such a reason a statistical reason. (My 
usage hen: follows John Pollock. 1101. p. 231-252). 
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is to be understood in probabilistic terms. Thus. at one time. the chance of car theft is 
treated as small enough to be ignored; later. in a more scrupulous frame of mind. we find 
even that Iiule probability of error sufficient to undercut knowledge. Relevance, then, is 
a function of an alternative's probability. 

This probabilistic criterion of relevance seems attractive, but it leads to trouble, 
especially if knowledge requires having evidence that excludes relevant alternatives. 
Suppose you know a proposition k, Let 1 be an alternative probable enough to be relevant 
to k and let m be any other alternative to k which should count as irrelevant. Consider, 
in addition, the disjunction (Iv m). which is logically incompatible with k. This dis
junction is at least as probable as its disjunct I. so it is probable enough to be relevant to 
your knowing k. Now, since (Iv m) is relevant to your knowing k, you have to have 
good evidence against it. That is to say, you have to have good evidence for the nega
tion of (Iv m), namely the conjunction (oot-l & not-m). 

Why is this a problem? If you have good evidence for (not-I & not-m), you 
presumably have good evidence for not-m a/oneP Thus, your being in this favorable 
position with respect to not-m is a condition for your knowing k. So, m isn't irrelevant 
to your knowing k, contrary to what we originally supposed, and there is a threat of 
contradiction.24 In the face of this objection, the relevant alternatives theorist may es
chew a probabilistic criterion of relevance as such. Yet, it's hard to see what alternative, 
and otherwise satisfactory, standard of relevance would yield the desired conclusions 
about the Car Theft Cases, and the value of the relevant alternatives approach in dealing 
with such cases seems questionable, 

An important motivation for pursuing that approach is the hope that this would 
contribute, down the line, to a solution of the problems raised by Cartesian skepticism, 
Typically, a relevant alternatives theorist takes the position that we can have knowledge 
of the external world even though we may be victims of massive sensory deception. On 
this view, the possibility of such deception leaves our knowledge of the world iOlact be
cause, with respect to such knowledge, the possibility of deception is an irrelevant alter
native. Of course, it won't help just to declare skeptical alternatives irrelevant - that 
evaluation has to be made in a principled way. Now, suppose that the relevant alterna
tives approach really did provide an acceptable account of the Car Theft Cases. Such 
success would mean that relatively pedestrian possibilities like car theft are, in some con
texts at least, epistemically irrelevant. All the more reason, then, to hold that the out
landish possibilities raised by skeptics are irrelevant as well. 

The envisioned anti-skeptical strategy is to try to assimilate the problem of skep
ticism to the problem of knowledge in the Car Theft Cases. Such an attempt seems 
misguided, in light of considerations raised above. The issues arising in the Car Theft 
Cases have to do with knowledge on the basis of statistical evidence and, perhaps, the 
requirement of non-arbitrariness in forming justified beliefs. As I have argued, these are 
not the issues raised by Cartesian skepticism, and there is no reason to expect that a so
lution to one set of problems will have any bearing on the other set. To be more spe
cific, let's imagine that a preponderance of statistical evidence can create situations in 
which some alternatives are irrelevant. This is nOl the situation in which we confront the 
skeptic (i.e., it's not as though we know, antecedently, that just a handful of the sentient 
creatures in the universe are massively deceived). So, it isn't easy to see here any basis 
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for the claim that the possibility raised by the skeptic is, for us now, an irrelevant alter
native. 

VII CONCLUSIONS 

I have argued for a number of points concerning the Closure Principle. First, Dretske's 
Zebra Case does not, on my view, provide a genuine counterexample to the Closure 
PrinCiple. It seems more plausible that there is a violation of closure in examples like the 
Car Theft Case. However, even if the Closure Principle does fail in cases of that sort, 
there is, I maintain, no reason to believe that such 1I fuilure carries over to the contexts 
where the skeptic may appeal to closure. Finally, in my view, serious questions may be 
raised as to whether the Car Theft Cases really do demonstrate any failure of the Closure 
PrinCiple at all. 25 
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4 The problem can't be that you aren't cenain that what you see isn't a mule. For, any chance or possibility 
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9 This analysis will seem misguided to those who doubt that justified acceptance is closed under conjunc- 
tion. However. it might still be hat the existence of the relevantly similar tickea. one of which is known 
lo win. somehow underculs justification (and knowledgc) rcgardlcss of how things stand with conjunction. 
For such a view. see Laurence Bonjour. [I). The mle of the non-arbitrariness consmint in situations like 
this is also clouded by h e  fact that somwne may fail to know that his or her lickel will lose in lollcries in 
which the winning chances of the tickels are uneven. 1 hope to pursue these issues in a funhcr paper: for 
now, it would be sumcient for my purposes if nothing beyond slatistical probability and abnormality enters 
into the proper characterization of these examples. My conclusions below should rcmain unaffected by 
dropping any assumptions about h e  significance of non-arbimriness in thcse conaxu. 
10 The connection between lotlery-like situations and situations whcrc closure (apparently) fails has also 
been noticed by Jeffrey Olcn in 181. p.521-526. 1 am indebled to David Shacz for this reference. 
I 1  Compare lhis sc! of circumslances with thox of a crime-frcc small town. In a localc whcrc cars are 
never stolen. you would have no rcaqon at all to think that your car in particular has becn stolen. and you 
can know that it's where you left it. Notice, too. lhat in such circumstances your car's being lakcn would be 
abnormal. 
12 lntereslingly enough. the Zebra Case can be made mom convincing by filling it out so hat a louery elo- 
ment is invoduced. The example could be developed in his  way: 
Q. Do you know what the animal in the pen is? 

A. Surc. it's a wbra. 
Q. Do you know for a fact lhat mcmbers of some college fralernily didn't steal the zebra 
last night as a prank. leaving behind a disguised mule? 

The reason one might hesirale lo claim to know that such a prank wasn't carricd out may be hat there is 
some reason to think lhat successful, temporarily undetected college pranks are brought off from time to 
time. Thcn, in turn, you may not be entitlcd to say that you know that thcrc isn't a cleverly disguised mule 
before you. So, it may be that. propcrly understood or propcrly filled oul. Drettc's Zebra Case should be 
laken as a member of the family of cases for which the Car Thcft Case wns thc paradigm. 
13 These findings are summarized and discussed by Danicl Kahncman and Amos Tvcrsky. [61. 
l4 Which is not to say, of coursc, lhat dternnlive enplanalions. involving closurc failurc. can't olso hc dc- 
vised. lam indebted here to Richard Fcldman. 
l5  By a "real" possibility. I mean just one for which thcre is a positive. even if small, slatistical probabil- 
ity; this is a richer notion than plain logical possibility. The associaad notion of ceminty is the absence of 
any real possibility of error. This notion of certainty is weaker than the conception of ceminty according to 
which one must have evidence that enlails Ihc truh of a belief for hat belief to be cerlain. It is questionable 
whether Ihe svongw standard of cerlainty represenu a condition for knowledge, since it ipso Bclo mlcs out 
the possibility of knowlcdgc by induction. I should makc it clcar hcre. though. that I don't intend thcse 
glosses to serve as a substantive account of rcal possibility or of ccnainty. 

The slatemen1 of this principle is rough. since it doesn't rule out that h e  mcmbers o f L  could be entirely 
unrelaled in content. Some stipulation is needed to ensure that L be suilably natural or appropriate; lhis 
problem is. of course, closely related lo that of choosing an appropriate rcfercnce class for direct infcrcnce 
about probabilities. 
l7  A similar point is made by Bonjour. [I]. p.73n. 
IS  Jcffrey Olen suggests that you know the mundane proposition bccause thcre is a "nomic conncction" 
between the slate of affairs picked out by the propositions which arc your cvidcncc and h e  slate of affairs 
you believe to oblain; in the case of your helicf in the clear logical consequence. howcvcr, thc connection 
is merely prohabilislic and not nomic, and you don't know. Noricc, though, that in the Car Thcft Case. it is 
nornologically possible for you to have the evidence you havc and ycl be wrong in your belicf about boh 
the initial proposition and the clcar logical conscqucnce. So. it is at l a s t  obscurc cxacdy how Olcn mcans 
to draw the crucial distinction. SCC Olcn. (81. Anothcr explanation of closure failurc that would fit the Car 
Theft C a w  is that you "vack", in the scnsc discusxd by Nozick, the truth of initial proposilion but not lhat 
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of the clear logical wnsequencc. Nozick's account is prcscntcd in his Philosophical Explanations 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Prcss. 1981); howcvcr a d~scussion of Nozick's work lics ouuidc h c  =Ope 
of this essay. 
I9 For mom discussion of this possibili~y. scc my dtrtoml disscrlalion "Cartesian Skepticism and Epistemic 
Principles" (Yale Univcrsity. 1986). Chaplcr 11. 
20 ImporLant early slalcmcnu of h e  rclevant alamntivcs thcory arc found in Frcd Drctskc. 131 and 141. and in 
Alvin Goldman [SI. 
21 Or, alarnatively: the facl that your cvidcncc dncsn't cxclutlc the possibility of car theft. 
22 A sophisticaled version of this linc of hought has k c n  dcvclopcd by Stcwart Cohcn in 121. 
23 The rclcvant-ollcrnativcs thcorist can't halk at this p int ,  since wc'rc asswninp that he or she endoms 
Ihc Closurc Principle. 
24 A relaled argumcnt may be given to show that the pmb;rbilistic criterion 01' rclcvancc is unacceptable 
when the rclevant altcrnativcs thcory is couched in lcnns of rcliabilily over a range of counterfactual sina- 
lions. 
25 I'm gmaful to many pcoplc for help in thinking aboul the issucs raiscd hcrc: Robert Audi. Phillip 
Bricker. Anthony Brueckncr. Frcd Drclskc. Richard Fcldman. John Martin Fischcr. Hany Frankfun. and 
David Shau. Rcccndy. I havc bencfitcd greatly fmm convcrsalions wilh Stcwnn Cohcn. 
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9 This analysis will seem misBulded to those who dOuht that justified acceptance is closed under conjunc
tion. However. it might sliII be that the existence of Ihe relevantly similar tickets. one of which is known 
10 win. somehow undercuts justification (and knowledge) regardless of how things stand with conjunction. 
For such a view. see Laurence Bonjour. III. The role of !he non-arbitrariness constraint in situations like 
this is also clouded by !he fact that someone may fail 10 know that his or her ticket will lose in 10Ueries in 
which !he winning chances of the tickets are uneven. I hope 10 pursue these issues in a furlher paper; for 
now. il would be sufficient for my purposes if nothing beyond stalistical probabilily and abnormality enters 
into !he proper characterization of these examples. My conclusions below should remain unaffected by 
dropping any assumptions about !he significance of non-arbilmriness in these conte~lS. 
10 The connection between lotlery-like situations and situations where closure (apparently) fails has also 
been noriced by Jeffrey Olen in 181. p.52 1-526. I am indebled to David Shatz for this reference. 
II Compare this .o;el of circumslllnces with Ihose of a crime-free small IOwn. In a locale where cars are 
never slOlen. you would have no reason at all to think that your car in particular has been stolen. and you 
can know that it's where you left il. Notice. 100, that in such circumstanees your car's being Illken would be 
abnormal. 
12 IntereStingly enough, the Zebra Case can be made more convincing by filling il out so thaI a louery ele-
menl is introduced. The example could be developed in this way: . 
Q. Do you know what the animal in the pen is? 

A. Sure, iI'S a 7.ebra. 
Q. Do you know for a fact thaI members of some college fralernily didn't steal the zebra 
last night as a prank, leaving behind a disguised mule? 

The reason one might hesilllle 10 claim 10 know that such a prank wasn't carried oul may be that there is 
some reason to think that successful, temporarily undelected college pr.lDks are brought off from time 10 

time. Then, in tum. you may not be entitled to say Ihat you know that there isn't a cleverly disguised mule 
before you. So, it may be that, properly understood or properly filled out, Dretske's Zebra Case should be 
laken as a member of the family of cases for which the Car Theft Case was the paradigm. 
13 These findings are summarized and discussed by Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky,161. 
14 Which is nol 10 say. of course, that Rltemmive e'planations, involving closure failure, can't also be de
vised. I am indebted here to Richard Feldman. 
15 By a "real" possibilily, I mean just one for which Ihcre is a positive, even if small, slatistical probabil
ity; this is a richer nOlion than plain logical possibility. The associaled nolion of cerlainty is the absence of 
any real possibility of error. This notion of cerlainly is weaker than the conception of cerlainty according 10 

which one must have evidence Ihat cnlails the truth of a belief for that belief to be cerlllin. II is queslionable 
whether the stronge! slJlndard of cerlainty represents a condilion for knowledge, since il ipso facto rules OUI 
the possibility of knowledge by induction. I should make il clear here, though, lhal I don'l inlend these 
glosses 10 serve as a substantive account of real pos.,ibility or of cerlainty. 
16 The Sllltement of Ihis principle is rough, since it doesn't rule out that the members of L could be entirely 
unrelated in content. Some stipulation is nceded 10 ensure that L be suilably natural or appropriale; this 
problem is, of course, closely relaled 10 that of choosing an appropriate reference class for direct inference 
aboul probabilities. 
17 A similar poinl is made by Bonjour, [I], p.73n. 
18 Jeffrey Olen suggests thaI you know the mundane proposition I=ause thcre is a "nomic connection" 
between the state of affairs picked out by the propositions which arc your evidence and the Slate of affairs 
you believe 10 obtain; in the case of your helief in lhe clear logical consequence, however, the connection 
is merely probabilis(ic and nol nomic, and you don'l know. NOlice, though, that in !he Car Theft Case, it is 
nomologically possible for you to have the evjdcn~'C you have and yet be wrong in your belief about both 
lhe initial proposition and Ihe clear logical consequcnce. So, it is uticasl obscure exaclly how Olen means 
to draw the crucial dislinction. See Olen, 1111. Another explanation of closure failure that would fit the Car 
Theft Cao;cs is Ihat you "track", in !he sense discussed by Nozick. Ihe truth of inilial proposition but nol that 
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of the clear logical consequence, Nozick's account is presented in his Philarophica} Explanations 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1981); however a discussion of Nozick's work lies oulSide!he scope 
of this essay, 
19 For more discussion of this possibility. see my docloml dissertation "Cartc"ian SkeptiCism and Epistcmic 
Principles" (Yale University. 1986). Chapler II. 
20 Important early sllltements of !he relevant alternatives theory arc found in Fred Dretske. !31 and 141, and in 
Alvin Goldman lSi. 
21 Or, allernatively: !he fact thaI your evidence doosn't e,clude the possihility of car theft. 
22 A sophisticated version of this line of thoughl has been developed by Stewart Cohen in [21. 
23 The relevaru-allernalives theorisl can'l balk at this point, since we're assuming that he or she endorses 
the Closure Principle. 
24 A related argument may be given 10 show thaI the pmb"biliSlic crilcrion of relcvance is lln8cceplable 
when the relevanl alternatives theory is couched in terms of reliability over a range of ~'OunterfaclUal silWl
tions. 

25 I'm grateful 10 many people for help in Ihinking about the issues raised herc: Robert Audi, PIIilIip 
Bricker, Anthony Brueckner. Fred DrelSke, Richard Feldman, John Martin Fischer, Harry Frankfurt. and 
David Shal1., Recenlly, I have bene filed greally from conversations with Stewart Cohen. 
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